Aim: In their recent paper, Kissling & Carl (2008) recommended the spatial error 24 simultaneous autorregresive model (SAR err ) over ordinary least squares (OLS) for 25 modelling species distribution. We compared these models with the generalized least 26 squares model (GLS) and a variant of SAR (SAR vario ). GLS and SAR vario are superior 27 to standard implementations of SAR because the spatial covariance structure is 28 described by a semivariogram model. 29
Introduction 41
Spatial structure is intrinsic to most ecological spatial variables such as species 42 distribution, biomass and biodiversity (Legendre, 1993) . It can arise from broad scale 43 spatial structure (geographic trend) or, at a local scale, from spatial autocorrelation. 44
Spatial autocorrelation can arise either from biological processes inherent to the 45 variable itself that are typically distance dependent such as diffusive dispersion 46 (endogenous autocorrelation), or from the influence of other environmental variables 47 that are also spatially correlated such as a temperature gradient (exogenous 48 autocorrelation). The presence of autocorrelation in the data, if not treated explicitly 49 in the statistical analysis, can severely affect inference and prediction, and eventually 50 lead to wrong conclusions (Kühn, 2007) . 51
The importance of considering spatial autocorrelation in ecological analysis has 52 been recognized since long, and has generated fruitful discussions (Legendre, 1993;  (endogenous or exogenous) apart from that explained by the covariates (Beale et al., 59 2007). As a consequence, the use of models that account for spatial correlation can be 60 recommended in general. A number of methods are available to deal with spatial 61 autocorrelation, as it has been reviewed by Dormann et al. (2007) . However, the 62 selection of the most appropriate method is not straightforward, and further research 63 is necessary. 64 spatial autocorrelation in ecological analysis, and provided a robust platform for 66 testing and comparing different methods. They used artificial datasets including 67 random Gaussian (i.e. normally distributed) spatial correlation to test the performance 68 of simultaneous autoregressive (SAR) models as compared to standard ordinary least 69 squares (OLS) regression, where spatial autocorrelation is not considered. SAR is a 70 generalization of OLS which assumes that the response variable at a given location is 71 a function not only of the explanatory variables but also of the values of the response 72
Methods and datasets 122
We compared the results of OLS, SAR err , SAR var and GLS models for the simulated 123 organisms of the four datasets of Kissling & Carl (2008) : i) the 'error data', with 124 normally distributed errors containing spatial autocorrelation added to the linear 125 predictor; ii) the 'lag data', with the spatial autocorrelation incorporated in the 126 explanatory variables; iii) the 'mixed data', with spatial autocorrelation included in 127 both the errors and the explanatory variables; and iv) the 'data Dormann' (Dormann et  128 al., 2007), which is mathematically similar to the 'mixed data' but has greatest 129 geographical coherence. 130
Apart from the complete dataset, we degraded the data by two procedures, 131 random sampling and grid coarsening. The first case simulates a situation common to 132 many ecological studies, in which a set of randomly selected sites are visited and 133 analysed as a sample representative of the whole population. This second case mimics 134 the process of creation of census data, in which the area of interest is subdivided into 135 a regular grid and each grid cell is visited at least once to collect the value of the 136 variable of interest which is then assigned to the whole cell. Correlograms showed 137 that both data degradation procedures affected the spatial autocorrelation present in 138 the data (Appendix 1). Both procedures affected greatly the variability of the spatial 139 autocorrelation of the response variable, but had a lower effect on the average values. 140
Hence, spatial autocorrelation patterns got rougher, but they did not disappear 141
completely. This was due most probably to the strong correlation present in the 142 dataset. It would be interesting to test the ability of distance-constrained random 143 sampling to eliminate spatial correlation in real datasets, especially in the context of 144 the discussion generated by Hawkins et al. (2007) . 145 We compared the model performance by computing the accuracy in the 146 estimation of the intercept and model parameters and the probability of falsely 147 rejecting the null hypothesis that the jungle parameter is zero (type I error). Moreover, 148 we computed two model selection statistics, the Akaike's information criterion (AIC) 149 and the minimum residual autocorrelation (minRSA; Kissling & Carl 2008) . 150
The analysis was performed using the nlme and spdep packages implemented 151 in the free software R (R Development Core Team, 2005 model. In the case of the SAR err model, we performed a set of analysis by employing 155 different sizes of the neighbourhood matrix. We then computed average performance 156 statistics for the whole set of matrix sizes and also for the optimum distance for each 157 dataset, defined as the distance which yielded the lowest average AIC over the ten 158 organisms. For the SAR vario model we used the glist argument of errorsarlm to define 159 a decay function based on the semivariogram. In the case of the GLS model we 160 specified the correlation structure using the corExp function, defining an exponential 161 semivariogram model with a single (range) parameter, which was determined 162 automatically for each organism. In both data degradation experiments a bootstrap 163 procedure was used in order to increase the reliability of the results, consisting in 100 164 random repetitions of the sampling. 165
Detailed information about the model specification and the data degradation 166 procedures is provided as supplementary material (Appendix 2). 167
Results and discussion 169
Model performance and selection were compared by using the complete dataset. We 170
found that all models provided satisfactory estimations of the parameters, with little 171 differences between them (Table 1) . Parameter estimations were worse for the 172 Dormann dataset, and also in the data degradation experiments (Appendix 3). 173
The type I error probability was smaller for SAR and GLS models than for 174 OLS, especially for the mixed dataset (Fig. 1 ). This indicates a best ability to reject 175 the variable jungle, which did not have an effect on the distribution of the simulated 176 organisms. Differences between SAR based and GLS models were little, and varied 177 between data sets. With respect to the goodness of fit, we found that GLS had 178 consistently the smallest AIC of the three models (Fig. 1) , indicating a best fit to the 179 data. Between the SAR based models, the best SAR err was consistently better than 180 SAR vario . GLS and the best SAR err were best in removing the spatial autocorrelation 181 from the residuals except for the mixed dataset, as shown by the minRSA statistic 182 which was close to zero (Fig. 1) . With respect to the computing time, GLS was 300 to 183 400 times slower than OLS, whereas finding the best SAR err was around 150 times 184 slower than OLS. In general, SAR err , showed a high dependence on the configuration 185 of the neighbourhood distance, confirming the importance of implementing some 186 procedure for finding the optimum value for this parameter (Kissling & Carl, 2008) . 187
In the random data reduction experiment with the error dataset we found 188 similar results (Fig. 2) In the grid coarsening experiment we found that GLS performed better than 202 SAR err and SAR vario with respect to AIC, although differences were really marginal in 203 the 3x3 datasets ( OLS and other SAR configurations with a dataset incorporating Gaussian spatial 228 autocorrelation. Our comparisons using the same dataset showed that the GLS model 229 performed consistently better than both SAR err and an improved model in which the 230 residual correlation structure was modelled by a semivariogram (SAR vario ) in terms of 231 goodness of fit to the data (AIC). With respect to the type I error, the models with 232 spatial autocorrelation (SAR and GLS) were superior to OLS, with no clear benefit of 233 using one model or the other. These results were found for the complete dataset (with 234 strong autocorrelation), and also when degrading the spatial structure of the data. 235
While SAR err performance largely depended on the window size, making necessary 236 an iterative approach in order to find the best parameterisation, SAR vario and GLS 237 have a more straightforward implementation since there are procedures in most spatial 238 statistics packages to automatically fit a semivariogram model. GLS is both easier to 239 implement and more reliable than SAR based models, so it has to be recommended 240 with preference. However, in cases when computation time is critical-such as in 241 # __Spatial Auto-regressive model (SAR_err)__ # For the SAR model we use the functions on the spdep library. We first # need to define the neighbourhood weighting scheme using the nb2list-# function. We used the 'W' coding scheme. We set a low tol.solve to avoid # convergence problems with the smaller datasets. We loop through five # different distance settings. for (dist in c(1,1.5,2.5,3.5,4.5)) { tic <-Sys.time(); neighbours <-dnearneigh(coords,0,dist); nbweights <-nb2listw(neighbours, glist=NULL, style="W", zero.policy=TRUE); sar.anal <-errorsarlm(organism~rain+jungle, listw=nbweights, data=dataset, zero.policy=TRUE, tol. # ____B: RANDOM SAMPLING____ # We provide here the code for performing the 50% random sampling (k = 0.5). # The analysis was done using the previous code. Sampling and analysis were # repeated 100 times per each sampling size (50%, 25%, 10% and 5%).
# __Create a data frame__ k <-0.5; smplsize <-1108*k; # sample size smpl <-sample(1:1108, smplsize); # random sampling vector dataset <-data.frame(matrix(c(data [smpl,5] 
